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Abstract: In this work we create in 10 M Ni-Mn-Ga martensitic samples special martensitic variant
structures consisting of only three twins separated by two a/c twin boundaries: Type I and Type II,
with relatively low and very high mobility, respectively. The “domain engineered” structure thus
created allows us to investigate the dynamics of a single highly mobile a/c twin boundary (TB). We
show that temperature variations between 290 and 173 K in our samples induce an intense transitory
internal friction at ultrasonic frequencies ca. 100 kHz, peaking around 215 K. A comparison is made
of the data for the “domain engineered” sample with the behaviour of reference samples without a/c
TB. Reference samples have two different orientations of a/b twins providing zero and maximum
shear stresses in a/b twinning planes. We argue, first, that the transitory internal friction, registered
at rather high ultrasonic frequencies, has magnetic origin. It is related with the rearrangement of
magnetic domain structure due to the motion of a/c twin boundary induced by thermal stresses.
This internal friction term can be coined “magnetic transitory internal friction”. Magnetic transitory
internal friction is a new category, linking the classes of transitory and magnetomechanical internal
friction. Second, the structure of a/b twins is strongly non-equilibrium over a broad temperature
range. As a consequence, the Young’s modulus values of the samples with maximum shear stress in
a/b twinning planes can take any value between ca. 15 and 35 GPa, depending on the prehistory of
the sample.

Keywords: magnetic shape memory alloys; twinning; a/c twins; a/b twin laminate; domain engineer-
ing; internal friction; Young’s modulus

1. Introduction

10 M Ni-Mn-Ga martensites are examples of a multiferroic material in which strong
coupling between ferroic subsystems—elastic and magnetic—is responsible for such use-
ful property as magnetic actuation. Here we observe and describe a new phenomenon,
associated with local magnetic flux change provoked by the motion of an elastic domain
wall—a/c twin boundary (TB). This new phenomenon is the ultrasonic transitory internal
friction (IF) of magnetic origin which is a new category of damping, linking the classes of
transitory and magnetomechanical IF. In our experiments we use the “domain engineered”
10 M Ni-Mn-Ga samples with controlled structure of a/c and a/b twins. Such experiments
reveal new striking features of apparent elastic properties of a/b twin laminate.

1.1. Transitory Internal Friction

The notion “Transitory internal friction” refers to the component of absorption of
mechanical energy of periodic vibrations that emerges when oscillatory stress is coupled
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with a certain external field. The superimposed coupling field results in an extra irreversible
strain produced by periodic stress and, hence, additional damping of oscillations. The
irreversibility of strain marks the transitory IF, IFtr, since in conventional structural internal
friction experiments anelastic strain is usually reversible. Physical origins of the additional
periodic irreversible strain and, hence, of coupling fields can be different:

- first order structural phase transition in a solid [1]; this transition can be induced by
temperature, mechanical stress or any other relevant parameter such as magnetic field;

- plastic or even microplastic deformation of crystals during active deformation, creep
or temperature variation in non-cubic polycrystals [2]; external quasistatic stress is
coupled then with the oscillatory stress.

The general formal description of the IFtr remains essentially the same despite appar-
ent difference in potential specific physical mechanisms. The transitory internal friction is a
strong function of strain-coupled external field and parameters of the measuring procedure,
such as heating–cooling (stress, magnetic field, etc.) rate, frequency of measurements
and oscillatory strain amplitude. During plastic or microplastic deformation, in a first
approximation, IFtr is expressed as [2]:

IFtr = K
.
ε

f ε0
, (1)

where K is a constant,
.
ε is the strain rate, f and ε0 are the frequency and elastic strain

amplitude of mechanical oscillations, respectively.
The first order structural transition is accompanied by lattice strain. In the case of first

order structural transition induced, for example, by temperature variation, the strain rate
in Equation (1) is substituted for temperature variation rate or T-dot, dT/dt ≡

.
T:

IFtr = K′
.
T

f ε0
, (2)

with K’—numerical factor.
Equations (1) and (2) are easily interpreted qualitatively: IFtr is proportional to transfor-

mation or deformation rate, since the amount of additional strain per period of oscillations
is proportional to these rates. The same reason explains the inverse frequency dependence:
the higher the frequency, the lower the additional strain accumulated during one period of
oscillations under constant strain rate or T-dot. The inverse dependence on strain ampli-
tude stems from the definition of the internal friction as proportional to the ratio between
the energy dissipated in a cycle of oscillations ∆W and maximum elastic stored energy W:

IF ∝
∆W
W

. (3)

Since the denominator in the ratio, Equation (3), W ∝ ε2
0, a simple assumption that

∆W is proportional to the elastic strain amplitude yields the inverse proportionality of IFtr
to ε0. Many specific refinements of this simple interpretation have been suggested, see,
e.g., reviews [1,2]. An important property of IFtr is the inverse (or nearly inverse in more
refined theories [1]) frequency dependence, Equations (1) and (2). Therefore, it is generally
accepted that the IFtr can be observed only at low frequencies, f < 103 Hz, and that it takes
negligible values at higher, ultrasonic frequencies [1–3].

One of the conditions under which the IFtr emerges is a variation in temperature
of polycrystalline materials with non-cubic lattice that possess anisotropy of thermal
expansion coefficients, see, e.g., Ref. [2] and references therein. The anisotropy of thermal
expansion is responsible for thermal stresses generated in differently oriented grains
when the temperature of the polycrystalline aggregate changes. These thermal stresses
induce microplastic or even plastic deformation of grains and, hence, the transitory IF
emerges [2]. Under these circumstances, the IFtr is proportional to the cooling–heating
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rate, T-dot. For the same reason, thermal stresses are induced in multiphase materials,
for example, precipitation hardened [3] and composite materials [4]. Another group of
materials showing transitory IF during thermal cycling are shape memory alloys in the
martensitic phase. The martensite is usually formed by self-accommodating twin-related
elastic domains (“martensitic variants”) with low lattice symmetry and high anisotropy of
thermal expansion [5]. Therefore, similar to polycrystalline aggregates, martensitic phases
show the transitory IF, even if the material is single crystalline in the high-temperature
phase. IFtr was observed and studied in the martensitic phase of classic Cu-Al-Ni [6] and
NiTi [7] shape memory alloys. IFtr in martensites provides information on generation of
thermal stresses, dynamics of twin boundaries, their pinning, etc.

1.2. Magnetomechanical Internal Friction

The magnetomechanical IF or magnetomechanical damping (MMD) is defined as any
damping suppressed by a magnetic field [8]. The classic description of MMD considers
three additive components, associated with magnetic domain walls and net magnetization
of the sample. Two MMD components are linear in strain (with the IF value independent of
strain amplitude ε0) and one—non-linear—whose value is strain amplitude-dependent [8–10].
Expressed as logarithmic decrement of oscillations, δ, these components are: a linear
microeddy current damping, δµ, usually found for low strain amplitudes; a non-linear
hysteretic damping, δh(ε0), emerging at higher strain amplitudes, and a macroeddy current
damping component, δM, which is also linear in strain amplitude or strain amplitude
independent. δµ and δh(ε0) are ascribed to a short-range reversible and long-range hys-
teretic motion of magnetic domain walls, respectively. Macroeddy MMD originates from
macroscopic net magnetization of the sample. Although by definition all three MMD
terms vanish at saturation, they differ in their dependence on field. δµ and δh(ε0) attain
maximum values for the demagnetized state of a sample (magnetization M = 0) then
decline monotonously with applied field H, see e.g., Refs. [8–11], whereas δM = 0 when
M = 0. Therefore, δM (H) has a maximum for H somewhat above half saturating field. Thus,
only microeddy damping is relevant at low oscillation amplitudes in the demagnetized
samples, without external field. A crucial property of microeddy MMD is the linear fre-
quency dependence up to a frequency somewhat lower than the frequency of magnetic
domain wall relaxation with typical values between 100 kHz and 10 MHz [10,12]. This
frequency dependence is a consequence of Faraday’s law controlling the intensity of the
energy dissipation by eddy currents.

Recently, T-dot dependent IF was reported in polycrystalline Dy below the Néel
temperature, in the ordered antiferromagnetic state [13] at an ultrasonic frequency close
to 90 kHz. Since the T-dot effect was observed only in the magnetically ordered state, it
had been attributed to the magnetic domain structure; more specifically, to the magnetic
domain walls perpendicular to the c-axis (axis of the sixth order in the hexagonal structure),
which carry magnetic moments. The possibility to observe T-dot effect at an ultrasonic
frequency was associated in [13] with the presumably magnetic origin of losses, which are
proportional to the frequency in the low-amplitude range. This proportionality compen-
sates the inverse frequency dependence of the transitory IF, Equation (2), and makes the
IFtr essentially frequency-independent up to a frequency approaching the frequency of
domain wall relaxation. Taking the relaxation frequency ca. 100 kHz–10 MHz, one gets the
range of nearly frequency-independent transitory MMD up to 10 kHz–1 MHz [14].

In this work we intended to test whether the IF during thermal cycling of ferromagnetic
martensites shows the magnetic ultrasonic transient internal friction. The idea behind this
test is quite simple:

- martensitic alloys consisting of several differently oriented elastic domains (marten-
sitic variants) show transitory IF due to the rearrangement of twin structure [6,7];

- in ferromagnetic martensites magnetic domain structure and structure of martensitic
variants are strongly coupled [15–17] due to a high magnetocrystalline anisotropy;
hence, variations of martensitic variant structure due to thermal stresses will inevitably
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produce rearrangement of the magnetic domain structure and, probably, magnetic
transitory IF term.

It has to be emphasized that the transitory IF related to a change in magnetic domain
structure can be classified as a new category of both transitory and magnetomechanical IF.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Material

For several reasons Ni-Mn-Ga ferromagnetic martensitic alloy with layered structure,
(so-called 5 layered or 10 M martensite) with slightly monoclinically distorted tetragonal
lattice was chosen. First, this type of the martensite is known to possess rather low twinning
stress: 0.5–1.5 MPa for polyvariant samples and below 0.1 MPa for a single Type II twin
boundary [18–20]. Therefore, it was expected to suffer, during temperature variations,
microplastic strains sufficient to produce transitory effects. Second, the structure of this
martensite is well documented due to its potential in practical applications. Recent studies
show that 10 M martensite possesses an hierarchical 4-level twin structure [21,22]. a/c
twins, observable at a macroscopic level, can have dimensions comparable with the sample
size. a/c twins are responsible for the so-called magnetostrain: large strains that can be
induced in 10 M martensite by an external magnetic field [23,24]. Internal twins inside a/c
twins are mesoscopic level modulation twins with (100) and (010) type twinning planes.
The small difference between a and b lattice parameters of the order of 0.002 nm [25] is
nevertheless sufficient to create, at a microscopic level, a/b twins with (110) type twinning
planes. Their thickness ranges from hundreds of nanometres to tens of microns [26–28].
The finest structural level is associated with so-called adaptive nanotwins of 2, 3 or 5 atomic
layers thick. The difference between a, b and c axes results in a substantial anisotropy
of thermal expansion of the variants joint by a/c twin boundaries [5]. Since c-axis is the
direction of easy magnetization, any displacement of an a/c twin boundary (TB) provokes
local variations of the magnetic flux. Two types of a/c TBs were found in 10 M Ni-Mn-Ga
martensite: Type I with (1 0 1) twinning planes and Type II with irrational indices close
to (10 1 10). Type I TBs have much lower mobility (twinning stress around 0.5–1 MPa) as
compared to Type II ones (twinning stress below 0.1 MPa) [20].

2.2. Experimental Method and Protocol

The piezoelectric ultrasonic composite oscillator technique (PUCOT) [29,30], was used
to measure elastic and anelastic (internal friction) properties of the samples at a frequency
close to 90 kHz. The PUCOT employs longitudinal resonant oscillations of the oscillator,
consisting of two quartz transducers and a sample attached to them. A fully automated
experimental setup (see ref. [30] for a more detailed description) allowed us to measure
and control the strain amplitude of the oscillations, register the values of the internal
friction, expressed as logarithmic decrement, δ, and resonant frequency of the longitudinal
oscillations of the sample, f . Strong variations of the Young’s modulus (YM), and, hence,
of the resonant frequency of the samples, were found for certain configurations of a/b twins.
Therefore, instead of the approximate solution for the resonant frequency of samples [30],
a precise one [31] was used:

mq fq tan
π fc

fq
+ ms f tan

π fc

f
= 0 (4)

where mq and ms are the masses of the quartz transducer and of the sample, fq and fc are the
resonant frequencies of the quartz transducer alone and with the sample
attached, respectively.

The YM of the sample E is determined from the resonant frequency f , length of the
sample l and its density ρ:

E = 4ρ
f 2l2

n2 , (5)
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where n = 1, 2, 3 . . . is the harmonic number.
Three experimental protocols employed consisted in (i) measurements of δ and f as a

function of strain amplitude in order to determine the ranges of amplitude-independent
and amplitude-dependent damping; these ranges correspond to predominantly linear and
non-linear dynamics of twins under periodic stress in acoustic experiments; (ii) temper-
ature cycling the sample between 290 and 173 K under a constant T-dot; (iii) interrup-
tions of cooling/heating scans in several points of the thermal cycles and registration
of the kinetics of relaxation of the IF and frequency under isothermal conditions during
2400 s. Measurements of temperature spectra were performed at low strain amplitudes,
ε0 = 2× 10−7, in order to avoid non-linearity of the IF provoked by a large scale motion
of elastic and magnetic domain walls. Cooling/heating rate during temperature spectra
measurements was 1 or 2 K/min.

2.3. Samples

The samples produced by AdaptaMat Ltd., Finland, had the composition Ni50.0Mn28.4
Ga21.6 (±0.3 at. %) and martensitic transformation temperatures slightly above 300 K [21].
The samples were bar-shaped, approximately 1.0 × 1.0 × (11–12) mm3, with surfaces
parallel to {100} planes of the high-temperature cubic phase. The length of the sample was
chosen to fit best the resonant frequency of the quartz transducer at room temperature.
The surface of the samples was mechanically and chemically polished. Three different
configurations of a/c and a/b twins were created in the samples, which are shown schemat-
ically in Figure 1. The major part of the experiments was performed for the so-called
“domain engineered” [32] Structure 1 sample that contained three martensitic variants with
differently oriented c-axes, separated by two a/c TBs of different types—see Figure 1a.

Two additional configurations of twins were checked (Structure 2, Figure 1b, and
Structure 3, Figure 1c), similar to those studied in Ref. [33]. Both of these configurations
did not contain a/c TBs and had easy magnetization c-axis parallel (Structure 2, Figure 1b)
or perpendicular (Structure 3, Figure 1c) to the sample long side. Therefore, the shear
stresses in the a/b twinning planes were absent or maximum, respectively, for these two
configurations of a/b twins. Details of the preparation of samples with Structure 2 and
Structure 3 of twins are reported in [33].

An optical image in Figure 2 taken in polarized light shows the central part of the
sample with Structure 1, clarifying the a/c twin configuration schematically depicted in
Figure 1a. The narrow variant with the c-axis perpendicular to the sample long side is
always situated in the middle part of the sample. Two big variants with c-axis parallel to
the sample length occupy both sides of the sample. The three variants are separated by
two a/c twin boundaries: one with low mobility, Type I, and another one of high mobility,
Type II. The central section of the sample is close to the stress antinode and the shear stress
in the plane inclined 45◦ with respect to the sample axis reaches maximum values in the
narrow central variant. It is important to mention that a/b twinning planes are parallel to
the sample long axis in the two big variants at the ends of the sample and do not experience
shear stress, whereas a/b twins in the central narrow variant are under maximum shear
stress and might contribute, apart from the a/c twins, to the measured elastic and anelastic
effects. Traces of micron-scale a/b twins are not seen in Figure 2, since their observation in
an optical microscope requires higher magnifications and is difficult in general because of
their low optical contrast [28].

The additional twin configurations with Structure 2 and Structure 3, Figure 1b,c,
served to clarify the role of a/c and a/b twins in the elastic and anelastic effects found during
thermal cycling of the samples. For the orientation of samples used, modulation twins with
twinning planes (100) and (010) type, if they exist, do not experience shear stress. Therefore,
their contribution to elastic and anelastic effects can be discarded.

The effect of a/c and a/b twin configurations on the IF damping and YM spectra was
checked for three different samples which showed similar results.
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3. Results
3.1. Strain Amplitude Dependence

Figure 3 shows the effect of oscillatory strain amplitude on the IF at room temperature.
The strain amplitude dependences were registered in two consecutive scans as increasing
and decreasing the oscillatory strain amplitude. The IF shows a non-linear pattern typical
for different ferroelastics, including shape memory alloys [34–37]:

- a very weak non-linearity at low strain amplitudes, below ca. 6 × 10−7 for the
increasing strain amplitudes, which transforms into a very steep increase in the IF;

- the high-amplitude part of the dependence is jerky; it shows abrupt changes of the IF
and of the strain amplitude;

- a strong difference between direct run (increasing strain amplitudes) and reverse run
(decreasing strain amplitude); we will refer to this effect as strain amplitude hysteresis;

- the strain amplitude hysteresis is well reproducible in two consecutive strain ampli-
tude scans: it fully recovers in the second scan.

All these features are well established marks of the IF due to the TBs pinned by
agglomerations of partially mobile pinning points (Cottrell-like clouds) [34–37]. The
low amplitude stage of the strain amplitude dependence corresponds to the motion of
TBs within pinning clouds. The sharp increase in the IF at the high-amplitude stage
reflects the depinning of TBs from the clouds and the transition to the motion of TBs in
the homogeneous spatial distribution of obstacles outside the Cottrell-like clouds. The
amplitude hysteresis implies, within this model, the redistribution of pinning clouds by
TBs moving in acoustic experiments. The reproducibility of the strain amplitude hysteresis
indicates that the relaxation time of perturbed Cottrell-like clouds is less than the time to
register a strain amplitude dependence (ca. 100 s).

Based on the strain amplitude scans, the low strain amplitude of 2 × 10−7 was
selected for temperature spectra measurements in order to avoid the depinning of TBs by
oscillatory stresses.
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Figure 3 yields the critical strain amplitude for depinning of TBs and their jerky
motion as εcr

0 ≈ 8× 10−7. Taking the Young’s modulus E of the sample Structure 1 as ca.
40 GPa (the Young’s modulus of Structures 1–3 will be introduced later on), one obtains an
estimation of the critical depinning stress, corresponding to the start of the jerky motion
of TB as σcr

0 = Eεcr
0 ≈ 0.03 MPa. This value agrees well with the critical stress for the
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motion of a single Type II TBs [19,20], whereas movement of Type I TBs require more than
order of magnitude higher stresses [20]. The non-linear IF in the same material due to
a/b TB motion is a smooth power-law function of strain amplitude and does not show
strain amplitude hysteresis [33]. Hence, the intense strain amplitude hysteresis and jerky
non-linear anelastic behaviour point to the predominant role, at least in non-linear anelastic
effects, of the highly mobile Type II a/c TB. An important conclusion relevant to dynamics of
a/c TBs in 10 M Ni-Mn-Ga martensite is, thus, their interaction and pinning by Cottrell-like
clouds of obstacles, which has not been detected for a/b TBs.

3.2. Temperature Dependence

Figure 4 shows temperature spectra of the IF registered for a Structure 1 sample during
cooling and heating between 175 and 290 K. The crucial feature of the spectra is a broad
maximum around 215 K. The peak shows a small temperature shift and also a minor
difference in peak height between cooling and heating scans. Another effect is a strong
abrupt increase in the IF during initiation of cooling from 290 K and a sharp drop at the
lowest temperature of the thermocycle during the change from cooling to heating. These
sharp variations in the IF level are indicative of the transitory, T-dot effect. To confirm
this conclusion, several thermal cycles were performed with programmed interruptions
of cooling/heating scans at several temperatures and isothermal exposures of the sample
during 40 min during each interruption. An example of time dependence of temperature
in one of the scans with interrupted cooling/heating is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Continuous temperature spectra of the internal friction registered in a cooling–heating scan
between 290 and 173 K for a Structure 1 sample with two a/c twin boundaries. Cooling–heating rate
1 K/min, oscillatory strain amplitude 2 × 10−7.

Figure 6 exemplifies the results of one of the cooling scans interrupted at several tem-
peratures for 2400 s. Experiments show an intense drop in the IF during each interruption
of cooling/heating. The drop is especially intense, nearly tenfold, in the vicinity of the IF
maximum. The green line connecting the values of the IF at the end of each isothermal
holding represents the isothermal temperature spectrum which does not show any peak.
It is also worth mentioning that the temperature spectra become noisy and the IF shows
instabilities close the temperature of the maximum.
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Figure 5. Example of the time dependence of temperature in one of the cooling–heating scans that
was interrupted for 2400 s at 273, 253, 233, 213 and 193 K on cooling and at 193, 213 and 273 K
on heating.

Kinetics of the IF during interruptions of cooling/heating allows one to identify the
origin of the strong IF decline upon interruption of cooling. Several possible scenarios can
be foreseen:

- the decline is time dependent;
- the decline is T-dot dependent;
- the decline is a combination of the two abovementioned processes, both time and

T-dot dependent.
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Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the internal friction for a Structure 1 sample with two a/c
twin boundaries in a cooling scan between 290 and 173 K interrupted for 2400 s at 273, 253, 233,
213, 193 and 173 K, as shown in Figure 4. Cooling rate 1 K/min, strain amplitude 2 × 10−7. Green
line demonstrates the temperature spectrum under isothermal conditions. Vertical arrows mark
isothermal decrease in the internal friction with time during interruptions of cooling.

These scenarios can and will be distinguished based on the IF kinetics during inter-
ruptions of cooling/heating. However, even instabilities of temperature control provide
a spectacular evidence of the intense T-dot dependence of the IF during thermal cycling
of the sample with a/c TBs. Figure 7 shows the IF in a cooling/heating cycle between 290
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and 163 K at 2 K/min. The temperature control was not established down to 220 K during
initial filling of the cryostat with liquid nitrogen. The temperature scan interruptions
were programmed for 226 K on cooling and for 200 K on heating. Figure 7a indicates
the instabilities of the IF during the initial period of the scan followed by a conventional
IF peak centred around 215 K. Figure 7b shows the temperature, the absolute value of
its time derivative dT/dt and the IF during heating scan. A gradual IF decrease with
time is clearly seen during isothermal holding at 200 K. This overall trend is combined
with a fast IF decline at the moment of the scan interruption. The most indicative is the
existence of a sharp minimum that coincides with the zero of dT/dt which is provoked by
overshoot during temperature stabilization. This fact proves the existence of the transitory
IF term, proportional to T-dot. Figure 7c shows similar time dependences registered during
interruption of cooling at 226 K under poor temperature control. The overall temperature
variation during this interruption was ca. 4 K, between 224 and 228 K. No correlation
between temperature variation during interruption of cooling and the IF behaviour is seen.
On the other hand, excellent correlation is found between the IF and the absolute value of
T-dot, Figure 7c. Thus, the time dependence under isothermal conditions, clearly seen in
Figure 7b, and T-dot dependence point to the coexistence of time- and T-dot dependent IF
terms in the temperature spectra of the sample with three martensitic variants.
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Figure 7. Temperature dependence of the internal friction for a Structure 1 sample with two a/c twin
boundaries in a thermal cycle between 290 and 163 K, interrupted for 2400 s during cooling at 226 K
and during heating at 200 K (a) and corresponding time dependences of temperature T, absolute
value of cooling/heating rate dT/dt and the internal friction δ during the entire heating scan (b) and
during interruption of cooling (c).

3.3. T-Dot Dependence

Dependences of the IF versus T-dot during interruptions of temperature scans provide
more detailed information on the relative role of time- and T-dot-dependent terms in the IF
spectrum [13]. Such dependences are depicted in Figure 8 for a Structure 1 sample with
a/c TBs for interruptions of cooling at 233 and 193 K. The experimental results follow the
same trend as has been reported in polycrystalline Dy [13] and interpreted as due to a
superposition of several IF terms. It is convenient to separately analyse the dependences
of the IF during the decrease in T-dot and isothermal holding and during re-initiation
of cooling. During decrease in T-dot upon interruption of cooling the IF shows a linear
decline, proportional to T-dot, reflecting the transitory IF term. The linear slope registered
at 233 K is higher than at 193 K, in agreement with the temperature dependence of the
transitory IF, Figure 6. The deviation from this linear trend appears at low T-dot values
and transforms into the time-dependent isothermal drop of the IF under dT/dt = 0. After
re-initiation of cooling, the IF first remains nearly constant and recovers the proportionality
to T-dot after certain overcooling (by ca. 0.3 K). Thus, the IF kinetics during interruptions
of cooling/heating proves the existence of a “fast”, T-dot dependent, and “slow”, time-
dependent components. Figures 7b and 8 reproduce in detail the pattern reported for
polycrystalline Dy [13]. Therefore, we will follow the same phenomenological qualitative
interpretation elaborated for antiferromagnetic domain walls in Dy. Assuming additivity
(linear independence) of different IF terms, the overall registered IF can be written in the
following form [13]:

δ
(

T,
∣∣∣ .
T
∣∣∣, t

)
= δ0(T) + δslow(T, t) + δ f ast

(
T,

∣∣∣ .
T
∣∣∣), (6)

where δ0(T) is the isothermal temperature spectra, similar to the one shown by green line
in Figure 6, δslow(T, t) and δslow

(
T,

∣∣∣ .
T
∣∣∣) are the “slow” time-dependent and “fast” T-dot

dependent terms. Figure 8 shows the separation of the “fast” and “slow” IF components
in the total IF. These results indicate, in agreement with the data in Figure 6, that the
isothermal structural term δ0(T) represents only minor part of the overall IF.
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Figure 8. Internal friction versus absolute value of T-dot during interruption of cooling at 233 and
193 K of Structure 1 sample with two a/c twin boundaries. Vertical arrows mark the “fast” and “slow”
internal friction components δ f ast and δslow in the data taken at 233 K.

4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison with Previous Results

To begin with, we compare our observations of the IF peak around 215 K with existing
reports on Ni-Mn-Ga martensites we are aware of [38–42]. Previous experiments were
mostly performed at low frequencies using Dynamic Mechanical Analysers (DMA). Un-
fortunately, the data available are scarce and certain parameters, such as oscillatory strain
amplitude are not or poorly defined. Normally, the strain amplitudes employed in DMA
tests are close to 10−4. This strain amplitude falls within the range of strongly non-linear IF
in martensitic Ni-Mn-Ga [33,43]. Due to the unknown contribution of non-linear effects
in the low-frequency DMA data, the direct comparison of the absolute values of the IF
registered at low frequencies and in our experiments is not feasible. Still, one concludes
that the overall IF levels, and especially the transitory terms, are comparable at low and
ultrasonic frequencies. Even though the strain amplitude used in the present investigation
was ca. 103 times lower than in the DMA, the frequency employed was 105 times higher.
Equation (2) shows that under these conditions, the conventional transitory IF term should
be totally negligible in our ultrasonic experiments.

Certain previous observations and conclusions can be confronted qualitatively with
the present results. We mention first that the IF peak observed is not related to inter-
martensitic transitions, since it does not show expected wide temperature hysteresis and,
therefore, is different from the maxima reported by Chernenko et al. [38]. Nevertheless, the
maximum found in the martensite of Ni51.2Mn31.1Ga17.7 around 280–300 K [38] might have
the same origin as the one found in the present study. Liu et al. [39] observed an IF peak
close to 220 K in a Ni51.5Mn23.5Ga25 alloy with the same sequence of phase transitions as
in our single crystal. They classified this peak as a “twin boundary motion peak”, which
showed a strong decrease with a frequency between 0.1 and 1.0 Hz. The IF peak was hardly
detectable at 1 Hz and, if existent, much less sensitive to the frequency between 1 and 5 Hz.
Chang and Wu [40] reported an IF maximum around 215 K in a Ni52.0Mn23.5Ga21.5 alloy
belonging to the same family as present single crystals. Similar to the present observations,
the peak apparently disappeared in the isothermal spectrum, although this property has
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not been commented upon. The authors described this peak as relaxation associated with
twin boundaries. However, this interpretation contradicts frequency independence of the
peak position and its disappearance in the isothermal spectrum. The kinetics of the IF
relaxation were studied by Chang and Wu only over the ranges of phase transitions. They
did not register temperature variations in parallel with damping and attributed the time
dependence exclusively to the transitory IF term, despite very long-term kinetics, especially
in Ni53.8Mn26.8Ga19.4 from the Group III of Ni-Mn-Ga alloys. The results reported in [38–40]
are, thus, compatible with our observations.

Data by Wang et al. [41] did not show an IF peak over this temperature range in
a similar Ni52Mn24Ga24 alloy in the demagnetized state. However, the peak emerged
under applied field of 0.4 T and showed very weak decline with frequency. It is worth
mentioning that Wang et al. [42] reported an additional nearly frequency-independent
broad peak in the 14M martensite centred around 230 K for a quaternary Ni52Mn16Fe8Ga24
alloy. The authors could not suggest any interpretation of the maximum uncovered. We
note that a crucial property of the peak was its temperature shift with strain amplitude.
The maximum also marked a notable change in the effect of strain amplitude on damping
temperature spectra. This property agrees with the important role of pinning process in
the twin boundary mobility revealed in the present experiments. The change of the type of
the strain amplitude dependence upon crossing the peak temperature in low-frequency
experiments of Ref. [42] is easily explained by a change from dragging (high temperatures)
to depinning (low temperatures) of twin boundaries during immobilization of obstacles in
a cooling scan [35,37]. To summarize this brief review, we can conclude that our results
agree with a number of previous reports [38–40]. Still, observations and interpretations
of the IF and elastic properties of Ni-Mn-Ga modulated structures remain controversial.
The use of samples with unknown/uncontrolled twin configuration is a serious drawback
of previous works. The novelty of the present investigation consists in detailed study
of both time and T-dot dependences of the IF and, most importantly, of well controlled
“engineered” structures of both a/c and a/b twins.

4.2. Role of a/c and a/b Twins in the Internal Friction and Young’s Modulus Temperature Spectra

The data for samples with three different types of a/b and a/c twin structure clarify
the contribution of these two types of twins to the IF and YM temperature spectra of 10 M
Ni-Mn-Ga. The sample with twin structure shown in Figure 1b does not have a/c TBs and
the shear stress acting in a/b twinning planes essentially does not exist (c-axis is aligned
along the sample). The sample of Figure 1c does not have a/c TBs either, but the shear
stress in the a/b twinning planes is maximum (c-axis is perpendicular to the long side of the
sample). Therefore, a comparison of the results for the structures in Figure 1a,b is expected
to yield the contribution of the a/c TB and of a/b twins in the narrow central part of the
“domain engineered” sample. The sample with maximum a/b shear stress should clarify
the potential contribution of a/b TBs of the thin central variant of the sample in Figure 1a.

The temperature spectra of the YM and IF for the samples with three types of twin
structure are shown in Figure 9. The Structure 2 sample (Figure 1b) shows the highest
value of the YM with hardly detectable thermal hysteresis, Figure 9a, and extremely low IF
values, comparable with background damping of the quartz transducers, Figure 9b. No
transitory IF peak is found in absence of a/c TBs.

The effect of temperature on the IF and YM of the Structure 3 sample is totally
different and perfectly agrees with the results of Ref. [33]. The YM behaviour is highly
anomalous, Figure 9a: (i) it shows an unusually high hysteresis between cooling and
heating scans; (ii) the YM temperature spectra show several intermittent stages of normal
and anomalous temperature dependence; (iii) the Young’s modulus behaviour is strongly
history-dependent, especially for temperatures exceeding 260–270 K, where the modulus
drops rapidly with temperature. Interestingly enough, the modulus declines strongly on
heating above 275 K, but this decline is not reversed and continues on subsequent cooling,
Figure 9a. The YM can take, over a wide temperature range, the values between ca. 35
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and 10 GPa, depending on the previous history of the sample. As an indicative number,
the change of the highest temperature of the cycle from 284 and 292 K results in a twofold
difference of the YM values on further cooling, Figure 9a. It is remarkable that, despite
high variability of the YM values, the complicated pattern of the IF and YM temperature
spectra is perfectly reproducible provided the highest and the lowest temperatures of the
cycles are the same.
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Figure 9. Temperature spectra of the Young’s modulus (a) and internal friction (b) for the samples with three types of a/c
and a/b twin structures shown in Figure 1. Cooling and heating scans at 2K/min are shown in (a) and in (b) for the Structure
3 sample with maximum shear stress in the a/b twinning planes. For clarity, only heating scans are shown in (b) for the
Structure 1 sample with a/c twin boundaries and Structure 2 sample (zero a/b shear stress), for which the thermal hysteresis
is not significant. Note that the data for the Structures 2 and 3 (with zero and maximum a/b shear stress) correspond to the
same sample with a/b twin structure reoriented by magnetic field, see [33] for the details of a/b twin structure modification.
Broken parts of the temperature spectrum on cooling for the sample Structure 3 (maximum shear stress for a/b twins) mark
the ranges where the damping values cannot be determined correctly due to the change of the oscillation harmonic (see text
for details).
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These anomalies and difficulty in defining the YM have previously been attributed to
the extremely high a/b TB-related contribution of the anelastic strain to the apparent YM of
the a/b laminate [33]. All abovementioned features of the YM behaviour point to a highly
non-equilibrium state of the a/b twin structure over a broad temperature range. Probably,
the a/b twin-related dramatic variations of the YM reflect recently reported reversible
transitions to the nanotwin structure upon cooling of 10 M martensite [22].

Figure 9a shows that the YM temperature spectrum for the sample with the central a/c
twin (Structure 1) has certain (minor) features of the behaviour of the Structure 3 sample
with dominating role of a/b twins. Namely, the modulus for the Structure 1 sample is
slightly lower than for the Structure 2 sample without the central narrow variant. Second,
a slight thermal hysteresis can be discerned in the YM spectrum for the Structure 1 sample.
These minor details should be attributed to the contribution of a/b twins in the narrow
central variant with c-axis across the sample axis.

The data on damping for the Structure 3 sample, Figure 9b, deserve a brief comment.
The data on heating scans are perfectly reliable. However, during cooling, due to the strong
variations of the YM, the oscillation mode of the sample switches from the fundamental
to the second harmonic. The second harmonic is maintained over a broad temperature
range marked in Figure 9a. Switching between the fundamental and second harmonic
has only a minor effect on the derived YM value, seen as small steps during the change of
the oscillation mode, Figure 9a. In contrast to this minor effect in YM, the change of the
harmonics very strongly affects the IF spectra on cooling. More specifically, it provokes
intense IF peaks due to the strong displacement of the stress node from the junction between
the sample and quartz transducers. Therefore, the IF of the material cannot be registered
reliably over the ranges of the harmonics change. Orientative behaviour of the IF over
these ranges is indicated in Figure 9b by a discontinuous line. Nevertheless, the temperature
of the transitory IF peak, 215 K, is well away from the harmonics switching points and Figure 9b
shows that the in the Structure 3 sample transient IF peak at around 215 K does not exist
on cooling and heating.

It is important to emphasize that in the Structure 3 sample with a/b twins under
maximum stress, in addition to the absence of the transitory damping peak, T-dot transient
effects are not detected either over the entire temperature range studied, despite the
intense modification of the a/b twin structure during thermal cycling evidenced by very
intense apparent modulus variations. Thus, the transitory IF is inherent only in the sample
containing a/c TBs. This is a strong argument in favour of the magnetic nature of the IF
transitory peak and T-dot effect: motion of a/b TBs produces additional strain affecting YM,
but does not produce magnetic flux variations since the orientation of the easy axis remains
unchanged. On the contrary, any displacement of the a/c TB results in the local magnetic
flux variation and, hence, eddy current-related IF of magnetic origin.

In summary, the study of samples with different twin structures indicates:

- thermal hysteresis of the IF and YM in 10 M martensite is exclusively related to the a/b
twins and reflects their non-equilibrium state; the hysteresis is practically absent in
the sample with a/c TBs and when shear stress in a/b twinning planes does not exist;

- a/c TB is responsible for the transitory IF peak; the peak is absent in samples without
a/c TBs for both orientations of a/b twins.

4.3. Origin of T-Dot and Time Dependence of the Internal Friction

A simultaneous occurrence of both time and T-dot dependence of the IF during inter-
ruption of temperature scan has been found and analysed in the case of antiferromagnetic
Dy [13]. In the present results, the former should be associated with pinning of TBs by
mobile obstacles detected in strain amplitude scans, Figure 3, the latter—with the motion
of the a/c TBs under thermal stresses during temperature variations.

As for the T-dot dependence, we mention first that a temperature-induced displace-
ment of even relatively low-mobility Type I TB can be detected in the results presented
by Straka et al. [22]. In the optical images of Figure 5 [22], the position of the Type I TB
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changes with temperature. This displacement is seen for temperatures 298 and 223 K,
Figure 5a,d and becomes obvious if the position of the twin boundary at 223 K is compared
with the trace of this boundary as seen in the austenite at 333 K, cf. Figure 5d,f. The TB
displacement can be evaluated in Figure 5 of Ref. [22] as around only 0.1 µm. However,
the TB motion must be much more intense in our “domain engineered” sample for the
following two reasons:

- the overall twin structure of the sample has not been identified in Ref. [22], which was
supposedly polyvariant; so TB interaction is expected to substantially inhibit their
mutual displacement; in other words, a single TB must be much more mobile than
TBs of the polyvariant structure;

- twin boundary shown in Figure 5 of Ref. [22] is of Type I type, much less mobile than
Type II TB studied in the present work.

Observations of the T-dot effect in the Structure 1 sample with a/c TB and its absence
in the Structure 3 sample, despite intense rearrangement of the a/b twin structure evidenced
by the YM spectra, confirms our conclusion on the magnetic origin of the uncovered
ultrasonic T-dot effect. Indeed, the displacement of the a/c TB provokes local magnetic
flux change due to the reorientation of the easy axis of magnetization over the volume
swept by moving TB, whereas the displacement of a/b TBs produces only strain, without
c-axis reorientation and magnetic flux change. The rearrangement of magnetization of
parts of magnetic domains adjacent to a/c TB during the motion of the boundary has
been directly observed in a Ni53.8Mn23.7Ga22.5 alloy [44] by means of high-resolution
Interference–Contrast–Colloid method.

A number of effects observed in the present study is perfectly consistent with the
concept of TBs moving quasistatically under thermal stresses in the presence of mobile
obstacles. For a detailed analysis and examples of similar cases in Cu-Al-Ni, Cu-Al-Be
and Ni-Fe-Ga shape memory alloys we refer to a review [37]. Strain amplitude hysteresis
and jerky IF dependences on strain amplitude, Figure 3, point to the intense pinning of a/c
TBs by mobile obstacles at room temperature. The quasistatic motion of TBs at elevated
temperatures (e.g., room temperature) is accompanied by the so-called “dragging” [45] of
pinning clouds. Upon lowering the temperature, the mode of this motion changes from the
viscous-like (which is actually a sequence of small macroscopically undistinguishable jerks)
to the intermittent and macroscopically jerky one due to a competition between dragging
and depinning mechanisms. Eventually, at low enough temperatures, even the TB-assisted
diffusion of point-like defects freezes out. The TBs leave behind the Cottrell-like clouds and
move in a random potential of homogeneously distributed immobile obstacles. The density
of Cottrell-like clouds during motion of TBs is lower than under isothermal conditions and
the IF decrease upon interruptions of temperature scans corresponds to the increase in the
density of clouds or time-dependent pinning of TBs. Figure 7b shows that the recuperation
of TB motion upon resuming the temperature scan requires overcooling/overheating and
occurs as a fast depinning or jerk.

5. Conclusions

In general terms of anelasticity of solids, present experiments evidence the existence
of the ultrasonic transitory internal friction of magnetic origin. This type of internal friction
can be classified as a new category that links the classes of transitory and magnetomechani-
cal damping.

In terms of the structure and properties of 10 M Ni-Mn-Ga martensite, the use of
“domain engineered” samples with different controlled twin configurations shed light on
the a/c and a/b twin boundary dynamics. More specifically, we conclude that:

- a/c twin boundaries are pinned at and somewhat below room temperature by Cottrell-
like clouds of mobile obstacles, whereas a/b twin boundaries are free from pin-
ning clouds;

- the anisotropy of thermal expansion results in the motion of a/c twin boundaries dur-
ing temperature variations; this displacement provokes, on one hand, local changes
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of the magnetic flux and T-dot ultrasonic transitory internal friction of magnetic ori-
gin; on the other hand, the quasistatic motion of a/c twin boundaries under thermal
stresses occurs under conditions similar to dynamic strain ageing, manifested in the
time dependence of the internal friction due to the interaction of twin boundaries with
Cottrell-like clouds of more or less mobile (depending on the temperature) pinners;

- over a broad temperature range the system of a/b twins is in a highly non-equilibrium
state, resulting in a strong history dependence and dramatic variations of the apparent
Young’s modulus with temperature.
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